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Abstract 
A connecttjhztion of a topological space X is a connected Hausdorff space that contains X as 
a dense subspace. Watson and Wilson have noted that a Hausdorff space with a connectification 
has no nonempty proper clopen H-closed subspaces. Here it is proven that a Hausdorff space 
in which every nonempty proper clopen set is not feebly compact and the cardinality of the 
set of clopen sets is at most 2’ is connectifiable. This result is used to show that every metric 
space with no nonempty proper clopen H-closed subspace is connectifiable, answering a question 
asked by Watson and Wilson. Also, there is a nonconnectifiable, Hausdorff space of cardinality 
c with no proper H-closed subspace. Using the set-theoretic hypothesis p = c, an example of a 
nonconnectifiable, normal Hausdorff space of cardinality c is constructed which has no nonempty 
compact open subset. This space is locally compact at all but one point, and if the continuum 
hypothesis is assumed it is first countable. This space provides a solution to questions asked 
by Watson and Wilson as well as Mack. The paper concludes by examining when extremally 
disconnected Tychonoff spaces have Tychonoff connectifications. 
Kwwords: Connected; Hausdorff extension; H-closed 
AMS classification: Primary 54D05; 54D2.5; 54D35 
1. Introduction 
A characterization of those spaces which can be densely embedded in a compact 
Hausdorff space was announced in a 1930 paper [19] by Tychonoff and is familiar to 
beginning students in topology. A characterization of those spaces which can be densely 
embedded in some connected Hausdorff space is still unknown. A major step towards 
solving this problem was taken by Watson and Wilson in a recent paper [20]. In particular, 
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they completely characterized those countable spaces which can be densely embedded 
in a connected Hausdorff space. 
In this paper we develop more sufficient conditions for a space to be densely embed- 
dable in a connected Hausdorff space and present some limiting counterexamples. The 
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 of this paper we present some rather broad 
sufficient conditions that ensure that a Hausdorff space can be densely embedded in a 
connected Hausdorff space. Usin g these, we completely characterize those metric spaces 
that can be densely embedded in a connected Hausdorff space. In Section 3 we present 
several examples of “nice” Hausdorff spaces that cannot be densely embedded in a con- 
nected Hausdorff space. In particular, using the set-theoretic hypothesis p = c (discussed 
in detail in [4]), we produce an example of a normal Hausdorff space of cardinality c 
which has no nonempty compact open subset but which nonetheless cannot be densely 
embedded in any connected Hausdorff space. This space is locally compact at all but one 
point, and if the continuum hypothesis is assumed it can be made to be first countable. 
This space provides a solution to questions in [12] and [20]. In Section 4 we examine 
which extremally disconnected Tychonoff spaces have connected compactifications. In 
the final section (Section 5), WC answer other questions in [20] by characterizing those 
spaces that are embeddable as open or closed subspaces of separable connected Hausdorff 
spaces. 
We will assume that all hypothesized space are Hausdorff unless specified otherwise. 
A space X which can be densely embedded in a connected space Y (which is Hausdorff 
by assumption) is said to be cottnectiJiable and Y is called a connecti$cation of X. As 
usual, we let c = 2”, the cardinality of the continuum. 
Recall that a space is H-closed if it is closed in every space in which it can be 
embedded and isfeebly compact if it contains no infinite locally finite family of nonempty 
open sets. A regular space is H-closed if and only if it is compact (see 4.8(c) of [17]). 
The set of regular open sets of a space X is denoted by R0(X) and the set of clopen 
sets by B(X) and B(X) \ {0,X} by C(X). Th e weight of a space X, denoted as wX, 
is the least cardinal of an open base for X. The derlsit), character of a space X, denoted 
as dX, is the least cardinality of a dense subset of X. A family t3 of noncmpty open 
subsets of a space is a r-base if each nonempty open set of the space contains a member 
of B; the T-weight af a space X, denoted as TWX, is the least cardinality of a r-base 
Sor X. 
The notation and terminology used in this paper follow [ 171. In particular, the collection 
of open sets of a space X is denoted as 7(X) and a discrete space of cardinality IF is 
denoted as D(K,). We assume that the reader is familiar with the continuum hypothesis 
(CH), Martin’s Axiom (MA), and the combinatorial principle P(c); these set-theoretic 
axioms are discussed in Chapter 3 of [17]. 
The authors appreciate the many helpful suggestions provided by the referee. 
Watson and Wilson (201 noted this necessary condition for a space to be connectifiable. 
Theorem 1.1. A cortnecti$uble space cotttuins no proper nonetnpt_y H-closed clopen 
.wlxet. 
2. Sufficient conditions for Hausdorff connectifications to exist 
An open jilter on a space X is a filter on the lattice (7-(X), C); an open ultrajlter is an 
open filter not properly contained in any other open filter. An open filter Q on X is free 
if n{clx U: U E a} = 8. An open filter cr on X meets a subset T of X if U n T # 8 
for each U E N. Two free open filters cr and /? on X are Hausdoflseparated if there 
exists U E LY and V E p with U n V = 0. An open filter cy converges to a point p if 
each open neighborhood of p belongs to cr; thus, no open filter converges to more than 
one point. 
Let E be a set of free open filters on a space X and let Y = X U E. The simple 
topology r + on the set Y is defined as follows: 
7+={SCY: ifaESnEthenSnXEa}UT(X). 
One easily verifies that 7+ . IS a topology on Y (non-Hausdorff, in general) and that 
X is a dense open subspace of (Y, T+). See [ 171 for a more detailed discussion of these 
ideas. 
Lemma 2.1. Let E be a set offree open$lters on a space X. Suppose: 
(a) Each pair of members of E is Hausdoeseparated. 
(b) IfC E C(X) then there exists cy E E such that both C and X \ C meet Q. 
Then (Y, rf) (as described above) is a connecti@ation of X. 
Proof. As noted above, X is a dense subspace of Y. The proof that Y is Hausdorff 
is straightforward. To show Y is connected, assume there is some A E C(Y). Then 
A n X E C(X) as X is dense in Y. By (b), there exists CY E E such that A n X and 
X \ A meet Q. One readily checks that (Y E cl, A n cl,(X \ A), a contradiction. q 
Hence to build a connectification of a space X, it suffices to find a set E of free 
open filters on X that satisfy Lemma 2.1 (a) and (b). We will use this fact several times, 
beginning with the next result. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a space. If there is a one-to-one function U M Uu that assigns 
to each nontrivial clopen subset U of X, a free open ultrafilter that contains U, then X 
is connectifiable. 
Proof. It is easy to show that E = {l/u n Ux,,: U is a nontrivial clopen set} of free 
open filters on X that satisfies (a) and (b) of 2.1. Thus, X is connectifiable. 0 
To apply 2.2, we need a property that leads to the existence of many free open ultra- 
filters containing a particular nontrivial clopen set. 
Lemma 2.3 [ 17, 7P(2)]. Let U be a clopen subset of X that is notfeebly compact. Then 
i(Z.4: U is a free open ultra$lter on X and U E 1A)j 3 2‘. 
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Proposition 2.4. A space X is connecti$able if each nontrivial clopen set is not feebly 
compact and IC(X)j 6 2’. 
Proof. For each nontrivial clopen set U of X, there are at least 2’ free open ultrafilters U 
on X with U E U. Using that IC(X)l < 2c, it is straightforward to establish by induction 
a one-to-one function U M L4u that assigns to each U E C(X), a free open ultrafilter 
Uu on X that contains U. By 2.2, X is connectifiable. •I 
The proof of 2.4 is similar to the proof of 3.5 of [20]. 
Corollary 2.5. A space X is connect$able if each nontrivial clopen set is not feebly 
compact and dX < c. 
Proof. Let D be a dense subset of X such that IDI < c. The function U M U n D that 
assigns to each U E C(X), a subset of D is one-to-one. Thus, the number of nontrivial 
clopen subsets of X is at most 2’. By 2.4, X is connectifiable. 0 
One way of applying 2.5 is to examine those spaces in which feebly compact clopen 
sets are H-closed. To this end, recall that a space is almost realcompact [7] if every free 
open ultrafilter U on X has a countable subfamily Q such that n{cl G: G E G} is empty. 
Corollary 2.6. An almost realcompact space X with no nontrivial H-closed clopen set 
is connecti$able if \C(X)l 6 2’. 
Proof. Let U E C(X). It is immediate from the definition of almost realcompactness 
that a clopen subset of an almost realcompact space is also almost realcompact; so, U is 
almost realcompact. As a feebly compact, almost realcompact space is H-closed (see [7, 
Theorem 2]), it follows that U is not feebly compact. By 2.4, X is connectifiable. 0 
Comments 2.7. (a) The hypothesis “lC(X)( < 2’” of 2.4 can be replaced with the 
existence of a family a of nontrivial clopen sets with the properties that ]BI < 2’ 
and each nontrivial clopen subset of X contains some element of 23. In this case, the 
cardinality of the connectification Y of X will be 1x1 . IBl. Only a slight modification 
of the proof of 2.2 is needed. Let a’ = {(U, V) E B2: U n V = 8). Since Ia’\ < 2c 
and since for each U E f3, there are at least 2’ free open ultrafilters U on X such that 
U E U, it is easy to establish, by induction, a one-to-one function (U, V) ++ UcrJ,v) that 
assigns to each (U, V) E B’, a free open ultrafilter U(u,v) on X such that U E U(u,v). 
It is straightforward to verify that the set E = {U~u,v) n U(v,u): (U, V) E B’} of free 
open filters on X satisfies (a) and (b) of 2.1. By 2.1, X has a connectification Y such 
that Y \ X = E. It follows that IYI = 1x1 . IBJ. 
(b) [5] The Sorgenfrey line S is connectifiable since S is separable, realcompact (real- 
compact spaces are almost realcompact by [7, Theorem lo]), and has no nontrivial 
H-closed clopen subsets. 
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(c) [20] A countable space is separable and almost realcompact. Recall that a countable 
H-closed space has a dense set of isolated points (see 5.2 of [ 161). So, a countable space 
without isolated points is connectifiable. 
(d) Using 2.5, it is immediate that a metric space with density character at most c and 
with no proper nonempty H-closed clopen sets is connectifiable (since feebly compact 
subsets of a metric space are compact). 
Watson and Wilson [20, Problem 4.81 have asked whether every metric space with 
no proper nonempty compact open subset is connectifiable, i.e., whether 2.7(d) holds 
without the “density character at most c” hypothesis. An affirmative solution is provided 
after the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.8 [20]. If F is a locallyjnite family of nonempty open sets in a space without 
isolated points, there is a locally jinite family s(3) = {G(F): F E S} of pairwise 
disjoint nonempty open sets such that G(F) c F for each F E 3. 
Observe that the local finiteness of 3 in 2.8 implies that 1G(3)1 = 131. 
Theorem 2.9. A space X with TWX 3 WI, a o-locally finite r-base, and no proper 
nonempo H-closed open subset has a connecti$cation. 
Proof. Now X has a a-locally finite n-base C = U{C,,,: n E w} where each C,, is 
locally finite. As TIT~UX > WI, we can assume that ICel 3 WI. By 2.8 and the observation 
following 2.8, there is a r-base 13 = U{&: n E w} such that 
(i) each B,, is a locally finite family of pairwise disjoint open sets and lf3,,I 3 WI, 
(ii) if n < m and B E &, there is some C E 23, such that C c B (“c” denotes 
proper inclusion, so C # B), and 
(iii) if C E f3, and C n B # 8 for some B E B, where n < m, then C C B. 
(Specifically, one constructs the &‘s as follows: Let .13a = G(Cc). Let 23;* = G(&, UC,) 
and f3; = {B n F: B E L30 and F E a;*} U {F E a;*: F n Ul?o = 8); the local 
finiteness of a; follows from that of a;* and Be. Since X has no isolated points, 
we can, if necessary, remove one point from each member of a; to obtain 231 and 
ensure the proper inclusion required in (ii). In general, we proceed inductively and let 
I3 ,q,;, = 4(!3,, U &+I) and then repeat the above steps to get &+i.) 
By (i) and (ii), note that a, n&, = 0 for n # m. Since X has no isolated points, we 
can inductively choose points p,, qs E B for each B E I3 such that p,, qB, p,, and 
qc are four distinct points whenever B, C E I? and B # C. 
(iv) If C E C(X) an d TUJC > w, then there is some n E w such that J(B E B,,: B C 
C}i > w. Once n is fixed, it follows by (ii) that I{B E B,: B C C}/ > w for all 
m > n. 
For each n E w, let 3T‘,, = {U E r(X): {B E B,,: p, @ U} is finite}. Now 3;, is an 
open filter on X. 
(v) 3T‘,, is free since ,13,, is a locally finite family. 
(vi) If n < m, then the two open filters 3,, and 3Tn are Hausdorff separated. To 
verify this, let B E 23,,. Since ,13,, is locally finite, there exists W, E 7-(X) such that 
p, E WB 2 B and {C E B,: lV, n C # @} is a finite subfamily 3 of Z?,. As 
p, $! {pc: C E 3} there is an open neighborhood SB of pg such that {pc: C E 
3} n cl 5’~ = 0. Then U = U{WB n Sg: B E a,} E 3n. By construction and the 
fact that {IV, n 5’~: B E a,,} is locally finite, cl U n {p,: B E B,} = 0. Thus, 
X \ cl U E 3m. So 3n and 3T;, are Hausdorff separated. 
(vii) For C E C(X), b o serve that for n E w, .Fn meets C iff {B E a,: p, E C} 
is infinite. Let C = {C E C(X): for all n E w, C does not meet 3n). Note that for 
c E c, {B E a: B 2 C} IS countable, i.e., 7rwC 6 w. Let M be a maximal pairwise 
disjoint collection of elements of C. For n E w and B E 23,, let dg = {C: C is clopen 
and B C C C M for some M E M} (dB = 8 if for each M E M, B $ M). Now, 
IdBl < c as B is contained in at most one element of M and rwM < w for M E M. 
Let M-1 = 0. Inductively define M, by M,, = U{dB: B E f3,} \ lJ{Mk: k < n}. 
Note that lMnl < IL?,1 c and that U{ M,,: n E w} = {C: C is nonempty clopen and 
C C M for some M E M} since f3 is a n-base for X. 
(viii) For C E U{MrL: n E w}, let yc: be a free open ultrafilter on X such that 
C E yc. Now, yc and 3r;, are Hausdorff separated as C E yc and X \ C E 3n. 
(ix) Fix n E w. Let UNIF(B,) = {U: L4 IS a free uniform ultrafilter on the set f3,). For 
24 E UNIF(B,), let &J = {U E r(X): {B E &: qB E U} E U}. Using the same proof 
as (v), one can show that the open filter &,J on X is free. Also, using a proof similar to 
the proof of (vi), one can show that for n, rn, E w and l4 E UNIF(B,,), V E UNIF(B,) 
the following are true: 
(a) &,, and 3T;, are Hausdorff separated (in the case of m = n, the proof uses that 
P, # yg for B E a,), 
(b) for n # m, &,J and & are Hausdorff separated (the proof is similar to the proof 
that 3,, and 3, are Hausdorff separated and uses that L3, n ,13, = 8 and that qs # qc 
for B, C E U and B # C), and 
(c) for n = m and L4 # V, & and & are Hausdorff separated. 
(x) Let M E M, C E C(M), and n E w. By (vii), I{B E 8,: B n C # 0)l < w. 
So, if U E UNIF(&), then a, \ {B E &: B n C # 8) E U. Thus, U = U{B E 
I?,: B n C = S} E Gu, U n C = 0, and X \ C E Gu. In particular, yc and Gu are 
Hausdorff separated. Since yc and Gu are free, so is yc n Gu. Also, note that if D is 
nonempty and clopen and TWD < w, then X \ D E (&. 
Recall that 
IuNIF(B,) 1 = 22’n”’ 
by 7.8 in [2]; so, by (vii), jUNIF(&)( 3 IM,,(. C onsider any one-to-one function: 
M, + UNIF(B,); let UC denote the image of C in M,. Denote Gut by 4~. 
(xi) Let C, D E U{Mn: n E w} such that yc # yo. By (x), yc, and GD are Hausdorff 
separated, and by (ix)(b,c), GC and GD are Hausdorff separated. So, there are U E yc, 
’ E YD> W E &, and R E Gn such that U, V, W, and R are pairwise disjoint. Since 
(U U W) n (V u R) = 0, it follows that yc: n Gc: and yD n GD are Hausdorff separated. 
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For C, D E U{Mn: n E w}, it may happen that yc = yD (in this case, there is a 
unique 111 E U{Mn: n E w} such that C, D C M). For C E U{Mn: 7~ E w}, we 
choose one element H(C) E {D E l_{Mn: n E w}: yc = ro}. In particular, for 
C, D E U{MTL: n E w}, yG = yD if and only if H(C) = H(D). 
Finally, we show that E = {Fn: n E w} U {-yHcCl n GHcC): C E U{Mn: n E w}} 
satisfies 2.1 (a) and (b). For n E w and C E U{Mn: 72 E w}, by (ix)(a) & and 
GH(c) are Hausdorff separated and by (viii), &, and yH(,-,) are Hausdorff separated. It 
follows that FR, and yHcG) n GH(c) are Hausdorff separated. If n, m E w and n # m, 
3,, and Fm are Hausdorff separated by (vi). If C, D E U{Mn: n E w} and H(C) # 
H(D), YH(C) n KV(C) and yHcD) n GH(D) are Hausdorff separated by (xi). Thus, E 
satisfies 2. I (a). 
To show 2.1(b) is satisfied, let C E C(X). If there are m, n E w such that 3,, meets 
C and Fm meets X \ C, then by (ii), Frr,,,{,,,l meets both C and X \ C. So, we can 
assume that C (or X \ C) does not meet ?=, for all n E w. Suppose C does not meet 3% 
for all n E w (the same proof works for X \ C). In particular, C meets some M E M. 
By (viii), C E -yHcCnM) and by (x), X \ C E Z~H(C~M). It follows that C and X \ C 
meet 7H(CnM) n OH. This completes the proof that E satisfies 2.1(b). By 2.1, X 
has a connectification. 0 
Corollary 2.10. (1) Every metric space without compact open subsets has a connect@- 
cation. 
(2) Ever), perject irreducible preimage of a nowhere locally compact metric space has 
a connecti$cation. 
Proof. (1) A metric space has a fl-locally finite base so our result follows from 2.7(d) 
and 2.9. 
(2) Let X be a nowhere locally compact metric space and let f : Y + X be a perfect 
irreducible continuous surjection. Then X has a a-locally finite base B. Consequently 
{f’[B]: B E a} IS a r-base for Y (see 6B(4) of [17]) and it is easily verified to be 
a-locally finite in Y (because a is in X). 
If A is clopen in Y, then f[A] 1s a regular closed subset of X (see 6.5(d)(5) of [17]); 
as X is nowhere locally compact, f[A] 1s not compact. As X is metric, f[A] is not 
feebly compact. Since flA : A -+ f[A] is a perfect irreducible surjection, it follows from 
6B(3) of [17] that A is not feebly compact. It now follows from 2.5 and 2.9 that Y has 
a connectification. 0 
3. Nonconnectifiable examples 
Watson and Wilson [20, Problem 4.51 have asked if there is a nonconnectifiable Ty- 
chonoff space of cardinality at most c without any proper nonempty compact open sub- 
sets. We show there is a nonconnectifiable Hausdorff space of cardinality c with no 
proper nonempty H-closed clopen subsets and, assuming P(c), there is a nonconnectifi- 
able, normal Hausdorff space of cardinality c with no proper nonempty H-closed clopen 
subset. If CH is assumed, there is a space with these properties that is also first count- 
able. First, some machinery developed in 1201 is needed. Recall that a space is alrnnst 
H-closed if for every pair of disjoint open sets, the closure of one of them is H-closed. 
As noted in 7P in [ 171, a space is almost H-closed iff the remainder of every extension 
is a singleton or the empty set. 
The following is a slight generalization of [20, 4.41. 
Theorem 3.1. Let {X,: N E I} be a set of almost H-closed spaces, and let 
Y = @{X_: a E I} u{cQ}. ( ) 
A set U C: Y is dejined to be open ;ffor each CY E I, X, n U is open in X, and CC E U 
implies there is a jinite subset F~J of I such that U{X,: cy E I \ FIJ} C: U. Then Y 
is a Huusdorjf space and Y is not connect$able. Also, if euch X, has no nonempty 
H-closed open subset, then Y has no proper nonempty H-closed clopen subset. 
It is easy to verify that the space Y described in 3.1 is normal (respectively, Tychonoff) 
if and only if each X, is normal (respectively, Tychonoff). Furthermore, if I = w and 
X, is first countable for each N E w, then Y is first countable. 
Observe that an almost H-closed space is connected iff it has no proper nonempty 
H-closed clopen subset. Thus by 3.1, if 6 is a cardinal and X is a connected, almost 
H-closed space, we can generate a nonconnectifiablc space Y of cardinality max{K, 1X(} 
by letting I = K and letting X, be a copy of X for each cy E 1. Furthermore, if X has no 
H-closed open subspace, then Y will have no H-closed clopen subset. This technique will 
now be used to produce examples witnessing that neither of the cardinality hypotheses 
of 2.9 can be dropped. 
For a Tychonoff space X, recall that a point p E OX \ X is called a remote point of 
/3X if p is not in the PX-closure of any closed nowhere dense subset of X; see [3] for a 
discussion of remote points. It is easy to see that if X is normal and p is a remote point 
offlX,thenpX\{p}‘-cl 1s ‘1 most H-closed but not H-closed. 
Examples 3.2. (1) [20] In 3.1 let I = w and let each X,, be PH \{p}, where H = [0, 1) 
and p is a remote point of PH. As ,!?H \ (7,) h a\ no H-closed open subspace (being :
connected, Tychonoff, and noncompact), by the remarks above, the associated space Y 
described in 3.1 will have no connectification, and no clopen subset that is H-closed. 
Furthermore, as the free union of a countable number of copies of H form a dense 
subspace of Y, it is clear that nw(Y) = w. Thus Y has a o-locally finite n-base (each of 
whose locally finite parts contain precisely one set). This shows that the condition that 
TWX 3 WI cannot be dropped in 2.9. 
(2) In 3.1 let I be the cardinal c (viewed as an ordinal) and let X, be /3H \ {p} 
(as in (1)) for each cy E I. Then the associated space Y described in 3.1 will have no 
connectification and no clopen set that is H-closed. Furthermore, it is clear that 7rwY = c. 
One can verify directly that Y does not have a cs-locally finite r-base; this example 
illustrates that the existence of such a r-base cannot be dropped from the hypotheses 
of 2.9. 0 
Remark 3.3. Note that 2.2 of [20] essentially says that if a space with a o-discrete 
n-base has no H-closed regular closed subsets, then it is connectifiable. Theorem 2.9 
above says that a space with a g-locally finite r-base, uncountable r-weight, and no 
H-closed clopen sets is connectifiable. It is tempting to conjecture that their obvious 
common generalization is true, viz., if a space with a a-locally finite n-base has no 
H-closed clopen sets, then it is connectifiable. However, Example 3.2(l) show that this 
fails. 
Observe that both examples in 3.2 have cardinality 2’, since I,0H \ {p}l = 2(. Before 
constructing a connected, almost H-closed space X of size c, one preliminary result is 
needed. For an H-closed extension Y of a space X, recall that there is a continuous 
function fu : KY + Y such that fu(~) = 5 for each z E X. (Here, KX denotes the 
Katgtov H-closed extension of X; see 4.8 of [17].) Also, let crX denote the Fomin H- 
closed extension of X; see, 7.2 of [17] for a description of its properties. Since RX and 
0X have the same underlying set of points, P(Y) = {f;(p): p E Y \ X} is a partition 
of 0X \ X into compact subsets by 7.4(a)( 1) of [ 171. 
Lemma 3.4. Let X be a zero-dimensional, compact space and z E X. There is a 
partition {Ca: Q < wX} of X into compact subsets such that Cvvx = {x}. 
Proof. Let X = wX. Using standard evaluation mapping techniques, we can consider 
X as a subspace of Zx, where 2 = (0, I} with the discrete topology. Also, since 2x is 
homogeneous, we can assume that x = 0 where 0 is the constant function. For (Y < X, let 
7r, : 2’ + 2 be the ath projection and C, = 7r,‘{ l} nn{7rg{O}: /3 < cy} (in particular, 
Co = r:(l)) and CA = (0). Now, {XnC,: cy < X} is the desired partition of X into 
compact subspaces. 0 
Theorem 3.5. There is a connected, almost H-closed space of cardinal@ c which is not 
H-closed. 
Proof. Let IR denote the space of all real numbers with the usual topology. Now, by 
7.2(c) of [ 171, crIR \ IR is homeomorphic to the zero-dimensional, compact Hausdorff 
subspace PER \ ER of PER. Here EIR denotes the absolute of R; see Chapter 6 of [ 171 
for a detailed description of it. Also as PER is separable, w(PEIR) 6 c. Let y G aR \ LR; 
by 3.4, there is a partition {Ca: 0 < c} of OR \ R into compact subsets such that 
C, = {y}. By 7.4(a)(2) of [ 171, there is a largest H-closed extension Y of IR such that 
P(Y) = {C,: (Y < c}. Let X = Y \ {y}. Clearly X is connected and has size c. Let U 
and V be disjoint nonempty open subsets of X. Now fy’[V] and fy’[V] are disjoint open 
sets in r;R. Since y is an open ultrafilter on JR, either y $ cl,~ fy’[U] or y $ cl,~ fF [VI. 
Suppose y 4 cl,~ fyC[U]. Then f[cl,w fyt[U]] = cly U is H-closed and y $ cl, U since 
C, = {y}. So, cl, U = cl, U is H-closed. Thus, X is almost H-closed. 0 
Note that 3.1 and 3.5 together provide us with an example of a nonconnectifiable 
Hausdorff space of cardinality c with no proper H-closed clopen subset. 
Now we will construct (using the set-theoretic hypothesis P(c)) a normal Hausdorff 
space of cardinality c with no compact open subsets and no connectification. If CH is 
assumed, this space will also be first countable. Assuming P(c), this example will answer 
Problem 4.5 of [20]; assuming CH, it simultaneously answers Problems 4.5 and 4.7 
of [20]. 
By 3.1 and the remarks following it, it will suffice to build an almost H-closed, 
noncompact connected normal Hausdorff space of cardinality c that will be first countable 
when CH is assumed. This we proceed to do. 
Lemma 3.6 [P(c)]. Let H = [0, 1). Then H” = OH \ H contains a “remote P,-point”, 
i.e., a point p such that p 4 clPH D if D is a closed nowhere dense subset of H, and if 
n < c and (U,),,, is a collection of K open subsets of H* with p E n{Ua: a < K}, 
then p E inta. n{Ua: cy < K}. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is essentially the same as that outlined in Problem 6AD 
of [ 171 to show that if MA holds then ,0X \ X contains a dense set of P-points if X is 
a locally compact a-compact nonpseudocompact space with a countable n-base. 0 
We remark that the existence of a remote P-point of /3H \ H has been proved by Plank 
(see [14]), assuming that the continuum hypothesis holds, by a method similar to, but 
simpler than that outlined above. 
Theorem 3.7 [P(c)]. There is a connected, ulmost H-closed, normal space of cardinal@ 
c which is not H-closed. Under the assumption of CH, this space is also first countable. 
Proof. Let H = [O, 1) and H* = OH \ H. By 3.6, there is a p E H* such that p is a 
PC-point of H* and p is a remote point of PH. 
Using the fact that p is a PC-point of H*, inductively construct a collection (Aa)olcc, 
of zero-sets of H” such that 
(i) AO # H*, 
(ii) cy < 6 implies As C inte. A,, and 
(iii) {int,. A,: N < c} is a neighborhood base at p in H*. (In particular, 
n{Aa: Ly < c} = n{int,. A,: ck < c} = {p}.) 
Using that H* is normal and A,+, is a zero-set of H*, there is a continuous function 
fa : H* t [0, l] for each cy < c for which 
(a) fa[H* \ int A,] = {0}, and 
(b) A,+1 = f:(l). 
For z E H* \ {p}, let 
Q(Z) = min{a < c: z @ A,+l}; 
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by (ii) and (iii) a(z) is well-defined. The following two facts are easy to verify for 
n: E H” \ {p}: 
(c) cy < o(z) iff z E A,+1 iff fa(zr) = 1. 
(d) If fn(z) > 0, then z E A, implying o(z) 3 LY. 
Let L be the “c-long line”, i.e., L = [0, c) x [0, 1) with the lexicographic order. Then 
pL=Lu{oo}( see, 16H of [9]), and PL is, in fact, an ordered space with 00 being the 
“largest element”. 
Define F : H* + PL by F(z) = ((Y(Z), f,(,~(x)) for z E H*\(p) and F(p) = co. To 
verify that F is well-defined it suffices to check that for each z E H* \ {p}, f,(,)(x) # 1 
- this follows from (c). Therefore, f(z) E PL for all .z E H’. 
Claim. F is continuous and onto. 
Proof. As ,DL is an ordered space, it suffices to show that inverse images of open right 
rays and open left rays are open. Let (CY, r) E L \ {(O,O)} and z E H* \ {p}. Using (c) 
and (d) above it can be proven in a straightforward fashion that if ((Y, r) E PL, then 
F+[((o,rW]] =.f,t[(rJl] and F+[[(O,O),(o,r))] = f,‘[[O,r)]. 
This completes the proof that F is continuous. Since H* is connected (see 6.10 in [9]), 
F[H*] is a connected subspace of the ordered space PL containing the first element 
(0,O) (as A0 # H*) and the last element 03. Thus, F[H*] = ,BL. 
By Magill’s theorem [13, Theorem 2.11, there is a compactification crH of H of the 
form H U ,0L where the Tech map g : PH --t CYH is given by glH* = F (and glH is 
the identity on H). Let X = cuH \ {w}. Clearly, X is locally compact and connected, 
and 1x1 = IL1 = c. It is easy to show that the continuous image of an almost H-closed 
set is almost H-closed; since g’(m) = {p}, it follows that X is almost H-closed. 
Claim. If A is a closed subset of X such that A n L is compact, then A is compact. 
Proof. Since X is locally compact, there is an open set U in X such that clx U is 
compact and A n L C U. Now A \ U C A n H and A \ U is closed in X. It suffices 
to show that A \ U is compact. Assume not. Then A \ U contains an unbounded closed 
discrete subset S of H. There are two disjoint open sets V and W of H such that 
cl, V n cl, W > 5’. Since X is almost H-closed, cl, V or cl, W is compact. In 
particular, S is compact, a contradiction as S is an unbounded subset of H. 
Claim. X is normal. 
Proof. Since L is normal and almost compact, at least one of two disjoint closed subsets 
of L is compact. Thus, at least one of two disjoint closed subsets of X will satisfy the 
hypothesis of the preceding claim, and hence be compact. It follows that X is normal. 
Therefore, X is a normal, almost compact (in fact, almost H-closed), Hausdorff space 
of cardinality c. If the continuum hypothesis holds, then L = [0, WI) x [0, 1) and it is 
well known that L is first countable. As H is first countable and c-compact, it follows 
that each point of X is a Gh-point of X. Since Cd-points of locally compact spaces are 
points of first countability, it follows that X is first countable. 0 
Theorem 3.8. If P(c) is ussumed, then there is CJ normul Huusdoflspace X of cardi- 
nality c with no compact open sets that cannot be embedded densely in a connected 
Hausdor#spuce; furthermore, euch point of X is of character < c. Hence if the contin- 
num hypothesis is assumed, then this space is ulso$rst countable. 
Proof. This follows from 3.1 and the remarks following it, together with 3.7 and the 
remarks preceding 3.6. 0 
Remark 3.9. (1) Let L+ and L- be two copies of the c-long line L described in 3.7. 
The double edged c-long line fV is L+ c?+ L- with the 0 points of L+ and L- identified. 
Now, ,0M is the two point compactification of 111; the two points are denoted as &CQ. 
The construction described in 3.7 can be modified so that CYH \ H = PM. Under the 
assumption of CH, aH \ {foe} IS normal and pseudocompact, and so, is countably 
compact. 
In 4.2 of 1121, Mack produces (by techniques quite different from ours) a compactifi- 
cation yH of H such that yH \ H = PM’ where M’ is the double edge WI-long line, 
and so that Y = ,OM’ \ {- co, CQ} is a locally compact, normal, first countable space 
that is locally embeddable in R2. He then asks if such a Y can be produced, that is, 
in addition, C*-embedded in yH (and hence countably compact). Clearly under CH the 
space cuH \ {-CO, CO} produced above is such a space. (The proof that CYH \ {--00, co} 
is locally embeddable in R2 is identical to that produced by Mack for his Y.) 
(2) The referee has noted that a first countable example of the space described in 3.8 
can exist under any cardinal arithmetic. Starting from any model one can obtain by a ccc 
forcing of size c a remote P-point of character wt in H’; this is all that is needed to get 
the first countable example. (See [lo].) 
4. Tychonoff connectifications of Tychonoff extremally disconnected spaces 
Recall (see Chapter 6 of [ 171, for example) that a space is extremully disconnected 
if its open sets have open closures. In this section we consider when various classes 
of extremally disconnected Tychonoff spaces have Tychonoff connectifications (equiv- 
alently, connected compactitications). As extremally disconnected Tychonoff spaces are 
zero-dimensional (see 6.4 of [ 17]), it is clear that an extremally disconnected Tychonoff 
space that is locally compact at some point will have a nonempty compact open subset 
and hence not be connectifiable by 1.1. Consequently we can confine our attention to 
nowhere locally compact extremally disconnected Tychonoff spaces. As extremally dis- 
connected spaces are “as disconnected as possible” in some sense, one’s intuition might 
be that they will have no connected compactifications. In fact, this is the case for one of 
the two classes that we will consider, but not the other. 
We begin by reviewing some known facts. Associated with each regular space X there 
is an extremally disconnected space EX and a perfect irreducible continuous surjection 
k, : EX + X; this pair is essentially unique. The pair (EX, lcx) is called the absolute 
of X. If X and Y are two spaces for which EX and EY are homeomorphic, we say that 
X and Y are coabsolute. The reader is referred to Chapter 6 of [17] for background on 
absolutes. We will make use of the following well-known properties of absolutes, irre- 
ducible maps, and compactifications, which we collect into one lemma for administrative 
convenience. 
Lemma 4.1. (1) Let CYX be a cornpacttfication of a Tychonoff space X. Then CUX \ X 
is dense in CUX if and only if X is nowhere locally compact (see [ 11, p. 1091). 
(2) If there is a perfect irreducible continuous surjection from Y onto Z, then Y and 
Z are coabsolute. 
(3) A Tychonoff space S is nowhere locally compact (respectively pseudocompact) if 
und only if ES is nowhere locally compact (respectively pseudocompact). (See 2.5 of 
[21] for “pseudocompact”.) 
(4) If f : Y + Z is a perfect irreducible continuous surjection, and if S is a dense 
subset of Z, then f + [S] is dense in Y and f ( f + [S] : f +[S] + S is a perfect continuous 
irreducible surjection. 
(5) If X is a dense subspace of the extremally disconnected space T, then X is 
extremally disconnected und P-embedded in T. 
(6) If X is dense in T, then k,C[X] is dense in ET; hence by (4) and (5), it is an 
extremally disconnected dense C*-embedded subspace of ET, and is homeomorphic to 
EX. In particular; P(EX) = E(PX). 
To prove our first result, we need a lemma of van Douwen (see 12.3 of [3]). 
Lemma 4.2. Let crX be a compacti$cation of the nowhere locally compact space X. If 
CUX \ X is extremally disconnected, then aX = OX. 
In 13.2 of [3] van Douwen provides an example of a nowhere locally compact Ty- 
chonoff space with no connected compactification. In the following we use some of 
the ideas employed in his construction to produce a significant generalization of his 
construction. 
Lemma 4.3. Let X be a nowhere locally compact, extremally disconnected 7jchonofl 
space such that /?X\X is notpseudocompact. Then X has no connected compactijkation. 
Proof. Let CUX be a compactification of X and denote aX \ X by Z. Let f : OX + crX 
be the Stone extension of the identity map on X. Clearly, f is irreducible, so by 4.1 (1) 
and (4) f ](flX \ X) is a perfect irreducible surjection from OX \ X onto Z. Hence by 
4.1(2) it follows that E(PX \ X) = EZ. Th us as OX \ X is not pseudocompact by 
hypothesis, by 4.1(3) Z is not pseudocompact either. 
By 4.1(l) Z is dense in (YX and so CUX is a compactification bZ of Z. As X = SZ\ Z 
is extremally disconnected, by 4.2 bZ = PZ. Now suppose that aX is connected. By 
6L( 1) of [9], Z is connected. As Z fails to be pseudocompact, there exists f E C(Z) and 
a subset {z,: n E w} of 2 such that 1 < f(zTL) < f(zn+i) - 1 for each n E w. Let V, = 
int, cl, ft[(f(zn)- l/4, f(zrL)+ l/4)], and let V = U{&: n E w}. As Z is connected, 
bd, V, = cl, V, \ V, is nonempty for each n E w. As {Vn: 72 E w} is a pairwise 
completely separated (in Z) family of regular open subsets of Z, it is straightforward 
to verify that V is a regular open subset of Z and that bd, V = U{bd, V,: n E u}. 
Evidently fl bd, V is unbounded and so bd, V is not compact. Consequently there exists 
p E clpz(bd, V) \ Z = X f’ clO,,(bdz V). Let p E W E r(pZ). Then W n bd, V # 0 
so 8 # W n V 2 W n intpz clP, V. It follows that W n X n intgz clgz V # 8 and 
that p E cl,(X n intpz clpz V). Similarly, p E cl,(X n intpz clOz(Z \ cl, V)). Hence 
X has disjoint open subsets whose closures are not disjoint, contradicting the extremal 
disconnectedness of X. Consequently, CUX is not connected. 0 
We can use Theorem 4.3 to produce a class of nowhere locally compact Tychonoff 
spaces whose absolutes do not have connected compactifications. 
Corollary 4.4. Let X be a nowhere locally compact Tychonoff space and have a point 
offirst countability. Then its absolute EX does not have a connected compacti$cation. 
Proof. Let p E X and let {I&: n, E ti} be a countable open neighborhood base at p in 
X. Clearly, {p} = n{intOx clpx I&: n E w}. 
As noted in 4.1(6), kg_ [X] = EX (up to homeomorphism). Consider the set 
G=n{intpxcliixV.,~: new}. 
Then kF_ [G] = lc,& (p) is a G,j-set of PEX that is disjoint from /JEX\EX = k&[/3X\ 
X]. But as X is nowhere locally compact, by 4.1(l), (2), (3) and (4) p(/3EX \ EX) = 
,OEX, so the Stone-Tech remainder of PEX \ EX contains a Gd-set of /3EX that 
misses PEX \ EX. Thus, PEX \ EX is not pseudocompact (see 5F(4) of [17], for 
example). Hence by 4.3, it follows that EX has no connected compactification. 0 
So, by 4.4, EQ does not have a connected compactification, however, by 2.9(b), EQ 
does have a Hausdorff connectification. In the preceding result we cannot replace “has a 
point of first countability” by “has a Gs-point”; see the example following Theorem 4.7 
below. 
We now consider a class of extremally disconnected spaces that do have connected 
compactifications. In 13.1 of [3] van Douwen exhibits an extremally disconnected space 
that has a connected compactification. In fact the space in question is the set of remote 
points of a certain nowhere locally compact metric space. We show that this result can be 
considerably generalized by showing that if X is a nowhere locally compact separable 
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metric space, then the set of remote points of /3X can be embedded densely in the set of 
remote points of /3Q (where Q denotes the rationals), and then showing that the set of 
remote points of /3Q has a connected compactification. The set of remote points of 4X 
is denoted by T(,/3X). We summarize some known properties of remote points that we 
will need in what follows. 
Lemma 4.5. (1) rfX is a nowhere locally compact separable metric space, then T(PX) 
is a dense extremally disconnected subspace of ,0X which contains every other dense 
extremally disconnected subspace of PX. (This is an immediate consequence of 2.6 of 
[ 171; the continuum hypothesis which is invoked there is unnecessary since van Douwen 
[3] showed in ZFC that T(PX) is a dense subspace of OX \ X, which in turn is dense 
in OX as X is nowhere locally compact.) 
(2) If X is normal, then T(PX) and T(PEX) are homeomorphic. 
(This is 2.6 of [8].) 
Lemma 4.6. Ij’X is a nowhere locally compact separable metric space, then T(PX) 
can be embedded as a dense subspace of T(PQ). 
Proof. Let S be a countable dense subset of X. Then S is a countable nowhere locally 
compact metric space and hence is homeomorphic to Q (see [ 181). Let j : S + X be 
the embedding map and let f : ,OS + OX be its Stone extension. If p E /3S \ T(/3S) 
then there is a closed nowhere dense subset A of S such that p E clgs A; consequently, 
,f(p) E clgx f[A] = clpx(cl, j[A]), and since cl, j[A] IS a closed nowhere dense subset 
of X it follows that f(p) $ T(PX). Thus f + [T(PX)] C T(PS). Now T@X) is dense 
in /3X by 4.5( 1) and f is irreducible since j is a dense embedding. Hence it follows from 
4.1(4) that f’[T(,BX)] t 1s a d ense subspace of T(PS) and that flf’[T@X)] is a perfect 
irreducible map from f’[T(/?X)] onto T(PX). Since perfect irreducible surjections onto 
extremally disconnected spaces are homeomorphisms (see 6.5(d) of [ 17]), by 4.5( 1) and 
the preceding T(/3X) is densely embedded in T(/3S). 0 
Theorem 4.7. If X is a nowhere locally compact separable metric space then T(PX) 
is an extremally disconnected space with a connected compactc@ation. 
Proof. Let M be the space [0, 112 \J*, where Jl denotes the space of irrationals in [0, 11. 
ClearlyM=(Qx[O,l])U([O,l]xQ)andh ence is a-compact. As J2 is dense in [0, l]*, 
M is nowhere locally compact. As any two points of M belong to two homeomorphs of 
[0, l] whose intersection is nonempty, clearly M is connected. Obviously, Q is a-compact 
and nowhere locally compact also. But 3.1 of [ 151 asserts that any a-compact nowhere 
locally compact metric space is a perfect, irreducible continuous image of Q x Q1, where 
@ is the Cantor set. It follows from 4.1(2) that Q and M are coabsolute. By 4.5(2) this in 
turn implies that T(/3Q) and T(/3M) are homeomorphic. But by 4.5(l) T(pM) is dense 
in PM, which is connected because M is. Thus T(@Q) h as a connected compactification, 
and by 4.6 T(PX) has one as well. •I 
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Observe that as ,f3Q has countable r-weight, T(flQ) has a countable dense subset L. 
Clearly L has a connected compactification and its points are Gs-sets, and by 4. I(5) L is 
extremally disconnected. Hence “first countable” cannot be replaced by “singletons are 
Gd-sets” in 4.4. 
5. Nondense embeddings 
Watson and Wilson [20, Problems 5.2 and 5.41 ask which spaces can be embedded as 
closed (open) subspaces of connected separable spaces. 
Lemma 5.1. Let X he a space (respectively _Ijchonoff space). Then X can be embedded 
as a subspace of a connected separable space (respectively Tychonoff space) iff X can be 
embedded as a closed subspace of a connected separable space (respectively T>lchono# 
space). 
Proof. The proof in one direction is trivial. Conversely, let X 2 Z, where Z is a 
connected separable space and Y = ([O: l] x Z) \ ((1) x (Z \ X)). The space Y is 
connected and separable since the subspace [0, 1) x Z is connected and separable, and 
X is homeomorphic to the closed subspace { I} x X of Y. Now, Y is Hausdorff since 
Z and [0, l] are; if Z were Tychonoff, Y would be also. 0 
Theorem 5.2. The following are equivalent for a space X. 
(1) X can be embedded as a closed subspace of‘ a connected separable space. 
(2) X can be embedded as a subspace of a connected separable space. 
(3) X can be embedded in a separable space. 
Proof. Clearly (1) 3 (2) =+ (3). To prove (3) + (l), let X C: T, where T is a separable 
space. Let Y be the quotient of T x [0, l] formed by collapsing T x {l} to a point p; i.e., 
the cone over T. The cone Y is always connected, and Y is readily seen to be Hausdorff 
and separable if T is. 
Now, Y \ [(T \ X) x {O}] 1s a connected separable space containing X as a closed 
subspace. 0 
For a space X, a subset A c T(X) IS a separating family if each pair of distinct 
points of X is contained in disjoint sets of A, and the separating weight of X, denoted 
as su,(X), is the least cardinal of a separating family. 
Lemma 5.3. If the space (X, r) can be embedded in a separable space Y, then X has 
a coarser Hausdo@ topology T’ with w(X, r’) < c, in particulal; sw(X, r) < C. 
Proof. The semiregularization Y(s) of Y (obtained by retopologizing Y by using the 
set 720(Y) of regular open sets of Y as a base) is also separable and Hausdorff. Thus, 
~jY(s) < c as V tt V n S is a bijection from 72.0(Y) to the power set of the countable 
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dense subset S. Let X’ denote X with the subspace topology r’ of Y(s). Now 7’ c 7, 
X’ is a Hausdorff space and wX’ < c. 0 
Lemma 5.4. If Z is a space with 202 < C, there is an extension eS of a countable space 
S such that Z is homeomorphic to eS \ S. 
Proof. Let F = (0, 1,2} with 7(F) = (8, {0}, {2}, F}; T(F) is not a Hausdorff topol- 
ogy. Let R = (0, l} and D = {0,2} be subspaces of F. DC is dense in FC; for a E F, 
let o, E F‘ be defined by a(o) = a for all CY < c. Also, DC has a countable dense 
subspace T such that T C DC \ {Q,z}. By 2.3.26 in [6], we can assume that Z is a 
subspace of RC \ {Q}. Note that Z is homeomorphic to Z x (2) C F’ x FC. Also T x T 
is dense in F’ x F’ and (Z x (2)) U (T x T) IS a Hausdorff space; it can serve as the 
required S. 0 
Definition 5.5. Let Y be an extension of a space X. Let u be the topology on Y generated 
bY 
r(Y) U v-(X) U {{p} U U: p E Y \ X, U E r(X), and p E Y \ cl,(X \ U)}. 
(Y,a) is denoted by Y+, r(Y+) > r(Y), and Y+ is an extension of X (see [17, 
Chapter 71). 
Lemma 5.6. Let W be an extension of a space X and Z be W \ X with a finer topo- 
logy. Then there is an extension W’ of X such that W’ \ X = Z. 
Proof. Define a finer topology 0 on W by U E g if U E r( W+) and U \ X E 7-(Z). 
Let W’ denote W with 0. W’ has the required properties. 0 
Theorem 5.7. A space X can be embedded in a separable connected space if and only 
ifsw(X) < C. 
Proof. The proof follows from 5.3, 5.4, and 5.6. 0 
Theorem 5.8. Let X be TychonofJ; X a cardinal, and p = 2’. The following are equiv- 
alent: 
(1) X can be embedded as closed subspace of a connected Tlchonoff space with 
deruity character at most A. 
(2) X can be embedded in a Tychonoff space with density character at most A. 
(3) IU(X) < P. 
Proof. (1) * (2) is trivial. 
(2) + (3): Suppose X is a subspace of a Tychonoff space Y with dY < X. Then 
W(Y) 6 2x = p (see 2N(2)(d) in [17]). Therefore w(X) < w(Y) < p. 
(3) + (1): If WX < p, then X can be embedded in [0, l]p. The subspace Y = 
(X x (0)) u ([O, l]P x (0, 11) of [O, l]p+’ is Tychonoff and connected. The density 
character of Y is at most X, and Y contains X as a closed subspace. I7 
Theorem 5.9. A spuce X can be embedded as an open s&space of a connected sepa- 
rable space iff X is separable and has 110 proper nonempty open H-closed subspaces. 
Proof. Suppose X can be embedded as an open subspace of a connected separable space. 
Open subspaces of separable spaces are separable, so X must be separable. Now suppose 
that X has an open proper nonempty H-closed subspace H. If X is embedded in T as an 
open subspace, then H is open in T as it is open in X. As H is H-closed, it is closed in T. 
Therefore, H is clopen in T, and as 8 # H # T, T is not connected. Hence, if X can be 
embedded as an open subspace of a connected space T, no such H can exist. Conversely, 
suppose X is separable and has no proper nonempty open H-closed subspaces. Let Y be 
the cone over KX (see the proof of 5.2). Now Y is separable, connected, and Hausdorff. 
Also, the subspace KX x (0, 1] of Y is separable and connected. Let ~7 be the topology on 
Y generated by T(Y) U {X x (0)). It readily follows that (Y, a) is separable Hausdorff 
and contains X as an open subspace. As X is open in &X, the topology on LCX x (0) 
is the same relative to either the topology induced by T(Y) or 0. Let C be a clopen 
subset of (Y, c). As KX x (0: l] U (ICX \ X) x (0) ‘. IS a connected subspace of (Y, a), 
either C or Y \ C is a clopen subset KX x (0) (and hence is H-closed) and contained 
in X x (0). By hypothesis, either C or Y \ C is empty. Thus, (Y, 0) is connected. 0 
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